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Finally, as has already been suggested, Republican France
was embarked upon a decisive stage of industrialization—an
economic revolution, which proceeded slower in France, and
went less far, than in Germany or Great Britain.1 The full
internal social effects of this revolution were not to be felt in
France until the twentieth century. But, from the first, indus-
trialism was affecting the balance of population both inside
France herself, and between France and her great neighbours:
the war potential of France in relation to her possible allies and
enemies: her whole capacity for national independence and
self-defence. War was becoming dependent on large resources
of man-power and on heavy industry. In neither was France
favourably placed. In 1815 she had still been the largest of all
the great European Powers in population, with some 30 million
as compared with 13 million in Great Britain, 11 million in
Prussia, and 26 million in the Habsburg Empire. By 1870-, this
superiority had gone. Great Britain had doubled her popula-
tion: united Germany numbered 41 million: but there were still
only 36 million Frenchmen in the world. Industrially, France
had lost her rich provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, and they
had been added to German industrial power.. Her defeat in the
Franco-Prussian War, partly due to superior German military
technique and equipment, such as the new needle-gun, left her
painfully conscious of her shortcomings. She was compelled to
perform prodigies of reconstruction and rearmament during
the eigh teen-seven ties before she could even hope to hold her
own.
In these various ways the new France found herself in a new
Europe. The course of her development was the result of inter-
action between new France and new Europe. Foreign affairs
had constant repercussions on domestic affairs. Democracy had
to be restated and remodelled in a quite rigid framework of
given circumstances over which France had little control. The
ideas of the revolutionary tradition were fermenting in new and
unpredictable conditions, and it was more than usually diffi-
cult to avoid conducting political debate and national policy
in unreal and out-of-date terms. It is of great importance that
1 Cf. Chapter II, p. 45.

